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Abstract: There is a clear and evident requirement for a conscious effort to be made towards
a resilient water system-of-systems (SoS) within the UK, in terms of both supply and flooding.
The impact of flooding goes beyond the immediately obvious socio-aspects of disruption, cascading
and affecting a wide range of connected systems. The issues caused by flooding need to be treated in
a fashion which adopts an SoS approach to evaluate the risks associated with interconnected systems
and to assess resilience against flooding from various perspectives. Changes in climate result in
deviations in frequency and intensity of precipitation; variations in annual patterns make planning
and management for resilience more challenging. This article presents a verified model-based system
engineering methodology for decision-makers in the water sector to holistically, and systematically
implement resilience within the water context, specifically focusing on effects of flooding on water
supply. A novel resilience viewpoint has been created which is solely focused on the resilience aspects
of architecture that is presented within this paper. Systems architecture modelling forms the basis
of the methodology and includes an innovative resilience viewpoint to help evaluate current SoS
resilience, and to design for future resilient states. Architecting for resilience, and subsequently
simulating designs, is seen as the solution to successfully ensuring system performance does not
suffer, and systems continue to function at the desired levels of operability. The case study presented
within this paper demonstrates the application of the SoS resilience methodology on water supply
networks in times of flooding, highlighting how such a methodology can be used for approaching
resilience in the water sector from an SoS perspective. The methodology highlights where resilience
improvements are necessary and also provides a process where architecture solutions can be proposed
and tested.
Keywords: architecture modelling flood resilience; resilience engineering; system-of-systems
water systems

1. Introduction
Water is essential to people, businesses and the environment. The sustainability of water
resources is fundamental to life as we know it and access to clean water is essential to society.
A generalised depiction (rich picture [1]) of the water “system-of-systems” (SoS) can be seen in
Figure 1, which illustrates the complexity and high-level connectivity between stakeholders and
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attempting to “engineer resilience” [6,7] into such systems, there needs to be an understanding of
levels of performance, acceptable levels of performance, and also recovery strategies to mitigate
against loss of service.
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate how the resilience methodology created can explore
where resilience improvements are necessary and then increase the resilience of water supply
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systems during times of flooding, by adopting an SoS-based approach and applied model-based
processes. A key contribution is the inclusion of a resilience viewpoint within an existing architecture
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Figure 1. Rich picture of UK water sector.
Figure 1. Rich picture of UK water sector.

Climate projections (UKP09) [2] suggest that the change in climate [3] and the rise in demand
1.1. Resilience in the Water Sector
for water will increase the strain on UK water resources. General trend projections indicate warmer
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usedwater
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rain which will increase the risk of flooding [4]. To this end, the water needs of the UK population,
industry and associated dependencies is expected to increase due to forecast population growth [5].
The risks posed by flooding on supply water to demand points ought to be considered just as much
as the immediately obvious and devastating impact flooding has on the lives of people, buildings and
the environment. This would imply that water is successfully supplied to all demand regions (domestic,
industrial and agricultural) whatever the circumstances are of the environment and that the water
SoS holistically demonstrates levels of resilience in different operational scenarios. This entails both
the aforementioned scenario of less water availability and increased temperatures, and also in crisis
scenarios such as natural and man-made disasters, where water may become unavailable or available
only at a depleted level, for a certain period of time. Therefore, when attempting to “engineer
resilience” [6,7] into such systems, there needs to be an understanding of levels of performance,
acceptable levels of performance, and also recovery strategies to mitigate against loss of service.
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate how the resilience methodology created can explore
where resilience improvements are necessary and then increase the resilience of water supply systems
during times of flooding, by adopting an SoS-based approach and applied model-based processes.
A key contribution is the inclusion of a resilience viewpoint within an existing architecture framework
to allow engineers to model certain aspects of SoS resilience using different views and model types.
1.1. Resilience in the Water Sector
‘Resilience’ is a term that has been used for a long time and in many different domains [6,8,9].
The popularity of the concept is currently on the rise [10] and has attracted great interest from
engineers [11] and safety analysts [12] alike. Many variations of the definition exist but the core
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The objective when considering the resilience of the water system, and the constituent systems
which enable the supply of water is that when the occurrence of a flood for example occurs, then the
resilience curve is more like profile (i) in Figure 2b, than profile (ii). Profile (ii) shows complete failure
of the system and recovers to a state that is substantially below its original level. Where ideally,
there would be no loss in performance, however profile (i) shows an “acceptable loss” in performance,
and a full recovery to its normal operational state over a period of time. Of course, this is context
dependent, but describing the system resilience in this way enables engineers and architects to apply
the resilience methodology and test future designs against variables which are of importance.
Having a succinct methodology which enables engineers, architects and decision makers
in the water domain to assess the resilience of current systems, and to then propose and test
future architectural designs would be invaluable. The methodology which has been created
within this article demonstrates a workflow which defines the scope of interest, and then models
the elements within a reference architecture using systems modelling languages and architecture
frameworks. Additionally, these static architectures can be examined by migrating them into simulation
environments to assess their performance. Favourably, alternative designs and architectures can be
modelled, simulated and tested to see which provides the most resilient solutions in terms of water
availability and continual supply.
The value of adding the resilience viewpoint within the methodology is to specifically address
aspects of resilience like criticality and vulnerability between certain nodes of the network and to
identify key risks in certain scenarios. This allows the architect to think about strategies which enable
the operational systems to mitigate against certain incidents and remain reliable and resilient at all
times. Assigning metrics to individual constituents within a system is seen to be a step in the right
direction for developing a set of metrics to measure the resilience in the water sector. This is seen to be
another feature of the resilience viewpoint, an ongoing development process and research initiative.
1.2. Systems-of-Systems (SoS) in the Context of Water Supply/Flooding
Several definitions of what constitutes an SoS have been provided by Jamshidi 2005, 2008 [19],
though the most favourable definition from the book is “systems of systems are large-scale integrated
systems that are heterogeneous and independently operable on their own, but are networked together
for a common goal,” [20]. Maier [21,22] claimed that the term ‘system-of-systems’ did not have
a distinct and recognised definition, although he did acknowledge that the SoS idea is widely accepted
and generally recognised. He cited a number of examples such as integrated air defence networks,
the internet, intelligent transport systems, and enterprise information networks, which are an emergent
class of systems comprising large-scale systems in their own right. This has led to the categorisation of
an SoS into five important characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Operational independence of the elements:
The constituent systems (CSs) can
operate independently.
Managerial independence of the elements: The constituent systems are acquired separately by
different managerial entities.
Evolutionary development: An SoS evolves over time, developing its capabilities as the
constituent systems are changed, added or removed.
Emergent behaviour: The SoS itself offers additional services above and beyond the capabilities
of the constituent systems. However, it can also exhibit unexpected and potentially
damaging behaviours.
Geographic distribution: The geographic extent of the constituent systems is large.

Accordingly, a definition of resilience has been created by the authors in the context of SoS, such as
that of the water supply system, which is of topic in this case; “The dynamic ability of the SoS to
re-adjust and recover when faced with change and disruption, at both the SoS and constituent system
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level. To continue to provide operational capacity at a certain level of (degraded) functionality and
performance.”
There is a clear and evident requirement for a conscious effort to be made towards a resilient
water SoS within the UK, in terms of both supply and in terms of flooding. This effort is as stated, an
‘SoS-wide’ effort which must be supported by a range of stakeholders, including; water companies,
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applied here are rich picture diagrams—a soft systems method [1]—and causal loop models [23,24]
to understand the dynamic interactions between system elements. Subsequently a reference
architecture [1,4,25] is created using systems modelling languages such as SysML and the
Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) [26] which is common language used to
create
systems
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cannot
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details at
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high
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levels of
which are being designed into the architecture, for example, non-functional features referred to as
“ilities” [30,31] such as flexibility, robustness, security, and availability. These non-functional properties
are assessed through observation from the subsequent simulation models created in the next phases of
the methodology.
Phase 4. Model-Integration Reference Architecture
The model-integration architecture provides the “big picture” view of the model architecture and
puts it in context with the rest of the stakeholder’s model portfolio, showing how the project’s models
and model platforms fit together. The importance of a modelling and the simulation integration
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framework cannot be overlooked, as it provides details at both high and low levels of granularity,
conditional of the MBSE approach employed. This architecture specifies the tools used to develop
models, data types, and the exchange of models and data between platforms and engineering teams.
This process is highly recommended for when translating architecture to an executable model as
it defines exactly what data is required for setting the parameters in the model. The integration
framework is independent from the simulation tool; therefore, the engineer can select tools which are
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area of the SoS. Uncertainty and unknown parameters are likely to make the task of achieving overall
SoS resilience extremely difficult for the architect, hence why targeting resilience at the CS level is
probably more logical. Metrics associated to executable architectures provide insight to the
performance of technical and social systems which assist in the design space exploration process for
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As previously mentioned, the resilience is the capacity of the water supply system to meet
3.2. Case Study Results
demands during emergency situations like floods, and in this case during the failure of a pump
in theFollowing
network. the
Asphases
it canoutlined
be seenpreviously
from Figure
6, this3,would
supply toofall
service
in Figure
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thefour
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3.2. Case Study Results
Following the phases outlined previously in Figure 3, a great understanding of the water SoS is
achieved through applying CONOPs methods such as rich picture diagrams (Figures 1 and 6) and
causal loop models (Figure 7). The advantages of causal loop diagrams are that it helps analyse complex
systems and helps identify key dynamic variables for later simulations. Cause and effect diagrams are
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static architectural representations go a long way in the design

phases, allowing effective communication with stakeholders who have an influence on shaping the
CS and the requirements definition process for future phases of the SoS evolution.
Subsequently, modelling the system using the resilience viewpoint (more specifically, Resilience
View 2—RV-2) allows the engineer to highlight which nodes are critically dependent on each other
and also to show which nodes are vulnerable if failure was to occur at some point in the network. For
instance, modelling the case study example, shown in Figure 6, the viewpoint shows the four demand
points being critically dependent on the functioning of the pump, and vice versa, the demand points
being vulnerable on the pump failing. Similarly, the water storage component, or the primary service
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Evolutionary development of the SoS architecture should be addressed by iteratively updating
the specific constituent systems with the overall SoS in mind. The reference architecture is only as
good as the quality of the information it holds and therefore, it is crucial that quality information is
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on each other and also to show which nodes are vulnerable if failure was to occur at some point in the
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later simulation phases.
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a secondary pump (Figure 11), that could be turned on immediately after failure, and performance
critical, decision-makers can set constraints on where to supply water and for which certain periods
would
again increase back to a lower level of performance, or back to ideal performance P0. On the
of time. For instance, it may be acceptable to supply the two domestic areas from say 6.00 am to 10.00
other hand, a decrease in performance could be avoided altogether if the failure of Pump 1 was
am and then from 3.00 pm to 10.00 pm in attempt to cut back on water consumption and resultant
anticipated, and Pump 2 switched on prior to failure.
water waste. Another solution would be to decrease the pressure of which water is supplied to these
points which would decrease the overall volume of water available to be used. Furthermore,
depending on what is prioritised, the system may gracefully degrade its capacity to supply the two
domestic points and the industrial point, reducing its supply to agriculture completely for a given
period of time. This is one resilience strategy, although there will be many like this which should be
explored architecturally and simulated to evaluate the feasibility of each one. These are just a few of
many strategies which could be implemented to resolve the problem and, in the short-term at least,
solve some issues of increasing resilience against flood scenarios.
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be implemented to resolve the problem and, in the short-term at least, solve some issues of increasing
resilience against flood scenarios.
From a risk perspective, the resilience viewpoint offers a model (Resilience View 3, RV-3) to
capture risks which can be communicated with all stakeholder groups. Additionally, the risk view as
illustrated in Figure 12, permits the architect or engineer to allocate the risks to constituent systems or
stakeholders within the water SoS. This allocation of risks establishes responsibility of each identified
risk and provides accountability to whom or to what is responsible for mitigating against that
risk. The advantage from an architectural perspective is that risks can be avoided if mitigation
strategies are embedded within the design of constituent systems. An example of an RV-3—Risk View
Description—is shown in Figure 12. The example shows the risk of failure (or partial failure) of the
water pump from the above example. Although this a simple example for demonstration purposes,
the number of risks in a scenario like this are likely to be in the tens or hundreds, and this is a valued
way to manage these risks as the complexity can be captured in multiple instances. This view (RV-3)
within the resilience view package is a novel inclusion to the architecture framework which historically
Figure 12. Resilience View 3 (RV-3)—Risk view description.
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The final phase to be applied is simulation of architectures. Due to the nature of an SoS such
as the water SoS, it is extremely important to simulate as much of the SoS and with as many of the
CSs included as possible. The purpose of simulation in our case is to determine whether the overall
resilience goals of the SoS can be satisfied by evaluating the interactions between the constituent
systems and to understand where the current system falls short in terms of resilience. Since we
cannot always rely on the CSs being modelled with the same tools, special techniques must be
used to transform the architecture into a set of system models that can be executed within the same
co-simulation [32] environment. Whilst it seems convenient for all CSs to be modelled using the
same tool this is not always possible, nor desirable, due to commercial restrictions i.e., different water
companies use different modelling tools and languages to design future capabilities. Also, it is highly
probable that certain existing CSs have already been created and tested using other tools and provision
should be made to use these wherever possible.
System dynamics (SD) [33] is an approach applied to understand the behaviour of complex,
dynamic, nonlinear systems. Defining variables is a key step in creating an SD model, as these are
assigned to specific model elements to simulate how changes in the system occur over time, and thus
provide understanding of the basic structure of a system and the rationale for its behaviours. A positive
of employing such a method in the SoS context comes from the need to understand the behaviour
of the whole through understanding the behaviour of the interconnected parts. Numerical values
can be assigned to the model and the dynamics can be simulated through execution of the variables.
This study used the software tool, Simulink to create the model and simulation for our case study that
stemmed from the specifications defined within IBM Rhapsody.
The Simulink model as seen in Figure 13 shows the element that reflects the problem scenario
outlined in Figure 6, which looks at the use of pumps and valves to carry water from a primary
reservoir, against gravity, to four service reservoirs which supply different types of customers (domestic,
industry and agricultural). The model enables the user to set desired tank levels and the prescribed
levels and to then manipulate the pumps and valves to direct water to specific service reservoirs
depending on the resilience strategy in place. This specific strategy focussed on keeping the supply
high to the two domestic customer groups i.e., service reservoirs 1 and 2, and to drop the amount of
water being supplied to agriculture for the short term in order to maintain water to the domestic and
industry customers. Preliminary results for this simulation run can be seen in Figure 14 where the
domestic customers and their respective service reservoirs remain constantly at a high water capacity
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are regarded as tools for engineering resilience in SoS. Such artefacts include; information about the
water SoS which is stored within a reference architecture; architectural designs which can be stored
as architecture patterns [34] for later re-use in design activities; simulation data which reflects the
performance of architectures and helps inform decisions about architecture design; and finally; a
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many outputs which are regarded as tools for engineering resilience in SoS. Such artefacts include;
information about the water SoS which is stored within a reference architecture; architectural designs
which can be stored as architecture patterns [34] for later re-use in design activities; simulation data
which reflects the performance of architectures and helps inform decisions about architecture design;
and finally; a detailed and shared understanding of key resilience challenges and issues, within the
water sector, across a broad range of stakeholders.
In order to avoid commercially sensitive data, generic data was presented in this paper that is
based on real water data to test the methodology. A significant result is the creation of a resilience
viewpoint within an architecture framework that solely focusses on resilience. The anticipated future
results would be to simulate some of the water architectures suggested to see how they perform using
a resilience curve and to assess the responsiveness of certain designs. This would be done using the
workflow as suggested in Figure 5, and data would be analysed to infer resilience measures for future
SoS evolutions.
The intrinsic characteristic of any SoS is its state of constant flux and evolution. This means the
reference architecture and subsequent simulations must be updated on a regular basis, especially when
simulation results depart from the observed operation of the SoS. Attempting to perform this
evaluation on the actual SoS is fraught with danger, because surprise emergent behaviours may
be highly detrimental or unsafe. The reference architecture (blueprint) becomes an essential asset
when considering the evolution of an SoS or where the SoS begins to exhibit unpredicted behaviour.
However, we must always guard against the differences between the real world and the simulated SoS.
Nevertheless, having a reference benchmark is extremely important. Similarly, maintaining a library
of patterns for the constituent systems is very helpful not only in representing complex characteristics
of the constituent systems but also in their reuse.
It was clear from the engagement with water companies and consulting companies that asset
resilience is of high priority to water companies, in ensuring an aging infrastructure can meet
the demands of present and future trends. To solve the challenges of modernizing infrastructure
and maintaining waste water networks, there is an evident need for an interdisciplinary approach
involving experts from water supply companies, systems engineers, climate experts, and key customers
(domestic, industry and agriculture). By treating the water sector as an SoS, it should be possible
to begin to address the more challenging aspects of ensuring resilience in water supply for the
future; for example, the application of a reference architecture for mapping the current resources,
surveying the current condition, analysing the problem areas, and understanding the nexus within all
the stakeholders like geographical and economic implications. Strengthening the links between several
elements from academic research and industry could make an important contribution to solving these
challenges via the application of an SoS reference architecture.
Future work would include generating architectures that can be assessed quantifiably allowing
resilience metrics to be developed for different types of SoS while measuring the performance of
architectures can iteratively be done in modelling and simulation environments bespoke to these kinds
of investigations. To also link the resilience curve with specific data from water supply failures would
provide a way forward for quantifying resilience using some important metrics.
Where a pre-existing model of a constituent system exists, it is not always possible to guarantee
that it will be compatible with the simulation environment. Therefore, care must be taken to understand
the limitations of the model and its context of use. Such requirements place specific demands on
the co-simulation environment, which must be a component-based simulator where system models
are incorporated as the composition of a set of hierarchical modules. Consequently, the reference
architecture must be structured to support a composition of constituent system models. Whilst this task
is straightforward at the reference architectural modelling level, this requirement restricts the choice of
simulation environment and depends on what simulations are needed. However, underlying this is
a complex process of transforming system architectures into executable models [32], and something
which should be looked into in future work.
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5. Conclusions
This paper presents a methodology to explore resilience in the water sector from multiple
perspectives, by adopting an SoS approach to problem solving. Water supply to flooding has been
considered from an SoS standpoint, and the creation of a methodology allows resilience to be explored
in many water scenarios to assess resilience and propose future designs. Resilience is seen as a new
paradigm to risk management. A proactive approach is needed to explore future scenarios which
may cause problems for systems with high dependencies and raise concerns with regards to system
performance. Resilience engineering is seen as an important topic in the domain of systems engineering
and certainly in sectors such as water, where the importance of successful operations is critical to
human life and the environment.
Model-based systems engineering, and a structured framework or methodology allows decision
makers and engineers to; (i) evaluate the resilience of current systems through static and dynamic
methods, and; (ii) to discover future system states and resilience strategies through architecture
exploration and implement them through a tested methodology. The water supply and flooding
example shown within this paper illustrates the practicality of applying a set of MBSE methods to
increase the resilience of systems which deliver water to consumers and demands points within
a supply network. Water systems may suffer impairments and disruptions during times of
severe weather, e.g., floods and droughts, or even failure due to legacy systems aging and failing
naturally. The paper has shown how water may still be made available during a flood scenario,
through architectural alternatives to deliver water prior and during a disruption. However, there are
multiple variations of strategies and architectural alternatives which could provide a solution to this
specific issue. Furthermore, water availability data of a specific region would help validate this process
via informed simulation models, developed in conjunction with subject matter experts from a water
company, however the methodology is a strong step in the right direction to explore resilience in SoS
and the water sector during times of flooding.
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